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Temperature-responsive gels and thermogelling polymer matrices for protein
and peptide delivery
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Abstract

The explosive development of protein and peptide drugs has ushered in a great need for effective delivery systems for
such drugs. Two decades of studies of protein delivery from polymeric systems has revealed the great potential of gels that
respond to environmental stimuli, such as temperature. Protein and peptide release can be engineered to occur in a pulsatile
mode. The mechanism of this release is greatly affected by polymer design. ‘Intelligent’ amphiphilic copolymers emerge as a
novel trend in the application of thermodynamically stable self-assembling lyophilic colloids to protein and peptide delivery.
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variety of protein- and peptide-based drugs targeting modified proteins [18], not only is penetration en-
poorly controlled diseases [1,2]. Several hundred hanced, but also the stability of the protein formula-
protein drugs are currently undergoing clinical trials tions [19]. Optimization of the delivery system with
[2,3]. It has been understood for more than 20 years respect to retention at the absorption site appears to
[4] that large proteins could be delivered slowly and be an alternative to traditional penetration enhancers
continuously from polymeric systems, and since that [10]. Various dosage forms have been studied in this
time an explosive growth in the number of publi- regard, including aqueous solutions [20], powders
cations in the field of controlled delivery of proteins [21], microspheres [14,22], and gels [23–28]. In the
and peptides has occurred. Parenteral and, to a present review, the authors focus on the gel systems
certain extent, oral routes of administration of pro- only, as they can be designed to combine several
teins and peptides were dominated by micro- and potential ways to improve protein and peptide availa-
nano-particulate systems where the drug is encapsu- bility: (i) protect the drug from the hostile environ-
lated in a solid polymer [5–8]. The first Food and ment, including proteolytic enzymes and low pH (as
Drug Administration (FDA) approved system was an in the stomach); (ii) control reaction of the body to
analog of lutenizing hormone-releasing hormone the drug formulation; and, most importantly, (iii)
(LHRH), leuprolide acetate, encapsulated into micro- control the release of the drug on demand by
spheres composed of lactic acid–glycolic acid co- triggering changes in the gel structure by environ-
polymer (Lupron Depot) [9]. It is quite significant mental stimuli. The latter possibility can be realized
that this progress has not been matched by compar- if a gel constituent is capable of responding to a
able advances in development and formulation of stimulus (i.e. change in temperature, pH, solvent
non-parenteral peptide and protein drug delivery composition, etc.). In general, a temperature or other
systems. It appears that the bioavailability of pep- stimulus can be found that triggers volume phase
tides and proteins from non-oral mucosal routes is in transition in any gel [29,30]. However, the main
general poor when compared with the parenteral subject of our study was safe ‘intelligent’ gel sys-
route. This is due to several basic barriers, including tems that can be safely applied in the human body.
highly selective epithelia that exclude macromole- Herein, we concentrate on protein and peptide re-
cules, the presence of proteolytically destructive lease using temperature-sensitive permanently cross-
multistage enzyme systems, as well as non-en- linked gels as well as polymer solutions that gel at
zymatic clearance mechanisms [10]. On the other body temperatures. The definition of the term ‘gel’
hand, unlike other drug formulations, protein formu- thus far has some ambiguity [31]. We will define a
lations are susceptible to loss of both native structure gel according to its phenomenological characteristics
(through cleavage of peptide bonds and destruction as a soft, solid-like material that consists of several
of amino acid residues, e.g. proteolysis, oxidation, components, one of which is a liquid, present in
deamidation, and b-elimination) and conformation substantial quantity. In drug delivery, the term
(from the disruption of noncovalent interactions, e.g. ‘hydrogel’ is typically reserved for polymeric materi-
aggregation, precipitation, and adsorption) [11–13]. als that can absorb a substantial amount of water
Mechanisms leading to protein destabilization in while maintaining a distinct three-dimensional struc-
drug delivery formulations have been recently re- ture [32].
viewed [14]. Among other strategies used to circum-
vent the poor bioavailability of proteins and peptides,
numerous penetration enhancers were studied as a 2. Temperature-responsive permanently
means to affect and, to a certain extent, alter the crosslinked gels
mechanism with which proteins cross mucosal mem-
branes [15,16]. Depending on the type of epithelia 2.1. Hydrophobic effect and critical solution
that a drug should ultimately cross in order to reach temperatures
its intended site of action, penetration enhancers may
target transcellular or paracellular routes [17]. In Covalently crosslinked temperature-sensitive gels
some cases, like in the case of poly(ethylene oxide)- are perhaps the most extensively studied class of
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environmentally-sensitive polymer systems in drug ‘hydrophobic effect’ [55–58], or hydrogen bonding
delivery [32–45]. At least one component of the [59,60], or both [61] that explain the LCST phenom-
polymer system should possess temperature-depen- enon, should be further clarified.
dent solubility in a solvent (i.e. water, with a few Once LCST is reached, individual polymer chains
exceptions [46,47]). In order to obtain a hydrogel collapse prior to aggregation, increasing scattering of
that dramatically changes its swelling degree in light in the solution, causing cloudiness [54]. The
water, the gel constituents must be insoluble above cloud point is followed by the appearance of two
or below a certain temperature, called the lower or phases; one is composed of collapsed gel that has
upper critical solution temperature (LCST or UCST, expelled most of its associated water, and the other is
respectively). For drug release applications, mainly the water itself. This process is of paramount impor-
LCST systems are relevant [34]. The phenomenon of tance for the application of thermoresponsive gels in
polymer aggregation at LCST is thermodynamically drug delivery.
similar to that causing temperature-induced protein
folding [48–50]. Namely, the driving force for the 2.2. ‘On–off ’ and pulsatile delivery concepts
aggregation is the entropy (S) of the two-phase
polymer and water system, which is greater than in The abrupt shrinking of temperature-responsive
polymer solution [51]. Positive DS renders the gels above the LCST resulting in such a drastic
temperature increase to contribute to the trend of the change in their swelling degree has called forth a
system to aggregate, as the positive enthalpy term rather extensive research effort directed at the appli-
DH is smaller than the entropy term and does not cation of gels to the controlled release of drugs, and
influence the spontaneous association to a great of proteins in particular [33–45,62–66]. Several
extent [52,53]. Under these circumstances the free concepts of drug delivery via temperature-sensitive
energy of association (DG 5 DH 2 TDS) is negative, hydrogels have been proposed (Fig. 2).
and thus association is favorable. A schematic dia- Some of them originate from the work on revers-
gram of the hydrophobic association is given in Fig.
1.

It is interesting to note that although the require-
ment of a negative excess entropy of mixing for an
LCST has been theoretically proven [54], the nature
of the polymer–water interactions that make the
water adjacent to the polymer more ordered than in
the bulk, remains debatable. Whether it is purely a

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the hydrophobic interaction.
State 1 corresponds to two non-associated molecules with the
layers of structured water; state 2 represents aggregation when
some water molecules leave structured layers for less structured Fig. 2. Modes of drug delivery from temperature-sensitive hydro-
bulk. S . S . Adopted, with changes, from Ref. [53]. gels.2 1
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ible protein extraction by Cussler et al. [67,68].
When a hydrophilic drug is incorporated into a
swollen gel, it can show a Fickian release below the
LCST, the details of which depend on the swelling
degree of the gel and the tortuosity of the pathway
the drug must take (Fig. 2A) [33,54]. Conversely, a
more hydrophobic drug can show Fickian diffusion
from the collapsed gel above. Hoffman et al. [35,36]
demonstrated that the rate of delivery of myoglobin
and low-molecular-weight solutes can be altered
when the temperature-triggered collapse of the gel
occurs (Fig. 2B). If a drug is loaded below the
LCST, it can be squeezed out above the LCST due to
the pressure generated during gel collapse. A similar
idea was realized with gels immobilized within
porous membranes [69–71]. There, swollen gel
blocks both diffusion and convection flow through
the pores, and allows permeation when collapsed
(Fig. 2C). Alternatively, if a gel is essentially
heterogeneous, it may form a dense ‘skin’ layer of
the collapsed component while the core remains
swollen (Fig. 2D). This kind of gel structure allowed
Okano et al. [64] to model an auto-feedback glu-
cose–insulin system using pulsatile drug release. Fig. 3. Modes of gel loading with a protein.
Finally, thermoresponsive gels allow for the control
of enzymatic activity. Hoffman [62] presented a
concept of immobilization of either the enzyme or fication of this method is to mix a drug with an
substrate in the swollen gel resulting in turning the already formed polymer and then crosslink it. Both
enzymatic reaction on and off below and above techniques suffer from the possibility of side re-
LCST due to diffusion limitations in the collapsed, actions that can denature the protein, as well as the
dense polymeric phase. inability to extract the sol fraction without also

removing the protein [76]. Another, most widely
2.3. Protein loading and release: Concepts and used, approach is to allow a preformed purified gel
their limitations to equilibrium swell in a drug-containing solution.

The exclusion of large molecules, like proteins, from
It is widely speculated that beyond the variety of the hydrogel networks is a serious limitation of this

the rate-controlling release mechanisms discussed approach, since loading levels achieved by solution
above, the temperature-sensitive hydrogels can pro- sorption are often less than 0.1 wt% [72]. This
vide some versatility of formulation, a non-denatur- limitation, which stems from steric repulsion forces
ing environment, and adjustable permeability for between hydrated polymer coils and proteins, may be
bioactive proteins [11,62–64,72]. Despite the variety overcome if a dry gel network is allowed to swell in
of available methods of protein immobilization in a non-aqueous protein solution, then dried and
gels [73], there are relatively few techniques of gel reswollen in water [77]. Application of non-aqueous
loading acceptable for drug delivery (Fig. 3) [74]. solvents, which allows dramatically enhanced protein

The first method involves mixing the drug with the loading, is limited to a relatively few protein-dissolv-
appropriate monomer, crosslinker and initiator solu- ing organic solvents [78], unless protein solubility is
tion which then is allowed to polymerize, entrapping enhanced by complexation of proteins with surfac-
the drug within the formed matrix [74,75]. A modi- tants [79–81]. Yet another strategy was proposed by
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Gehrke et al. [76,82] who achieved very high loading (‘free’) or associated with the polymer chains
of proteins in gels by partitioning of proteins from (‘bound’). The transport of hydrophilic solutes does
polymer solutions of low affinity (i.e. poly(ethylene not occur through the gels containing only bound
oxide) solutions) into the gel phase of higher affinity water [104]. While the free volume theory can
(such as dextran). The additional advantage of the successfully predict transport of small hydrophilic
latter technique is that the hydrogel plus any solutes solutes within gels which do not drastically change
loaded from low affinity solution enhance the bioac- their structure upon a change in temperature
tivity of the loaded proteins [11,82]. [102,103], it overestimates by more than 30-fold the

Typically, the loading of hydrogels with hydro- effective diffusion coefficient in the collapsed state
philic solutes, as well as their release, is considered of temperature-responsive gel [105]. The failure of
to be a function of the gel swelling, absent signifi- the free volume theory to explain changes in the
cant polymer–solute interactions [74,83]. The swell- diffusion pattern upon volume transition in respon-
ing of gels that undergo volume phase transitions has sive gels is a very serious limitation, which is a
been the subject of a large amount of work, both result of the assumption that specific interactions
theoretical and experimental. Based on the Flory– between solute and polymer are absent [105].
Huggins mean-field approach [84,85], Tanaka and It is clear that when the concepts of protein and
co-workers developed a mean-field theory for gels peptide loading into and release from temperature-
[86–89]. This theory regards swelling as a function sensitive gels are discussed, interactions between
of osmotic pressure in the gel which at equilibrium is proteins and polymers are to be considered. The
equal to the osmotic pressure in the surrounding nature and extent of these interactions control not
liquid. The total osmotic pressure (P ) is the sum of only mechanisms of protein partitioning and diffu-
contributions of the mixing free energy (P ) and sion, but also the ability of hydrogels to provide am

elastic free energy (P ), as well as the Donnan safe environment for the proteins [106,107]. Manyel

potential (P ). Terms P and P which reflect the insights into protein–gel interactions come from theion m ion

tendency of the gel to swell, are balanced with the field of protein chromatography [53,108]. Although
configurational (entropic) term P which reflects the coulombic forces are mainly responsible for theel

elasticity of the network preventing the gel from binding between the gels and proteins (five out of the
dissolving. Some oversimplifications made in the 20 amino acid side chains of proteins contain acidic
classic theory (such as, for instance, Gaussian statis- or basic groups), in the case of uncharged thermores-
tics of the polymer chains, which does not hold even ponsive gels it is important to examine the hydro-
for non-responsive gels [90]) were later corrected, phobic properties of the proteins as well as hydrogen
which resulted in an improved equation of state [30]. bonding. The hydrophobicity of protein surfaces is a
The latter theory adequately explains swelling and function of the hydrophobicities of the exposed
volume phase transition in thermosensitive gels [91]. amino acids and backbone segments. Several ap-
Other models that account for the features neglected proaches for the characterization of the protein
in Flory–Huggins theory are the compressible lattice hydrophobicity have been developed [109,110]. Im-
theory of Sanchez and Lacombe [92–94] applied to portantly, temperature may change the structure of
crosslinked gels by Cussler et al [95–97], as well as the protein and thus its hydrophobicity, since some
hydrogen bond ‘interaction energies’ by Prausnitz hydrophobic groups may become exposed or buried
and co-workers [98–100]. within the protein globule [111].

Overall gel swelling represents the total volume of Substantial affinity of the drug for the gel con-
water absorbed per volume of dry polymer and is a stituents due to the above interactions can potentially
measure of the ‘free volume’ available for diffusion change the mechanism of transport through the gel,
of hydrophilic solutes, as reported by Yasuda et al. from diffusion in the volume of pores to transport
[101]. However, not only the overall volume fraction along the polymer surface [112–117]. The latter
of water, but also its energetic state can influence the depends on the effective partition coefficient between
solute diffusion in gels [102,103]. Water in polymers the volume phase and the polymer surface [116] and
can be either energetically identical to the bulk water has been considered in detail [117]. The practical
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implication of the change of the mechanism of acrylate to the delivery of antithrombotic agents,
diffusion might be that the increasing effective such as heparin, at the site of a blood clot, utilizing
polymer concentration upon gel collapse increases biological conditions to trigger drug release. Pulsatile
the gel permeability toward the high affinity drug delivery of streptokinase, a fibrinolytic enzyme used
[105]. in the treatment of coronary thrombosis, was

achieved [43,133,134]. Kim and co-workers
2.4. Gel materials and specific applications [132,133] recently reported on the application of

linear poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-butylmeth-
Chemically, the area of temperature-responsive acrylate-co-acrylic acid) terpolymers in the oral

gels has been dominated by N-alkylacrylamides with delivery of human calcitonin for potential treatment
N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPA) being the most prom- of osteoporosis and hypercalcemias. The polypeptide
inent example. Reviews of NIPA and its gel applica- was solubilized in cold polymer solution below its
tions can be found in Refs. [54,118,119]. NIPA LCST. Following addition of the aqueous polymer–
monomer and consequently polyNIPA show a very polypeptide mixture into an oil bath kept above the
well defined LCST at about 328C which can be LCST, the polymer precipitated in the form of beads,
shifted to body temperatures by the presence of ionic entrapping the polypeptide. The same technique was
comonomers, as well as by formulating polyNIPA- applied for loading insulin [133]. Although copoly-
based gels with salts, surfactants, etc. [54,120,121]. mers with somewhat higher acrylic acid content were
Although numerous poly(N-alkylacrylamides) and much more efficient in terms of loading efficiency
other polymers possess LCST [51,122], polyNIPA is and in vivo stability of calcitonin than more hydro-
quite unique with respect to the sharpness of its phobic copolymers, they were less efficient in in
almost discontinuous transition, which is usually vitro sustained release due to fast swelling. Since this
observed only with ionizable polymers [123]. N,N- concept involves control of the polypeptide release
Diethylacrylamide (DEAAm), with its LCST in the by the rate of degradation of the beads, a very fine
range 25–328C, perhaps follows NIPA on a list of ‘tuning’ of the degradation in the desired part of the
widely studied temperature-sensitive N- gastrointestinal tract is required.
alkylacrylamide gel constituents [124–126]. Copoly- Beyond ‘traditional’ copolymeric gel systems,
mers of NIPA or DEAAm and a variety of other temperature-responsive gels can be designed from an
N-alkylacrylamides with cross-linkers ranging from alloy composed of two independent interpenetrating
N,N9-methylenebis(acrylamide) and ethylene glycol polymer networks (IPNs), where one crosslinked
dimethacrylate to N-methylolacrylamide have been network is intertwined with another [136,137].
studied [54]. The rule of thumb is that [54] the Okano and co-workers [42,136] designed IPNs of
introduction of a more or less hydrophobic con- independently crosslinked poly(acrylic acid) and
stituent would either lower or increase, respectively, poly(N,N-dimethylacrylamide), poly(ethylene oxide)
the LCST of the resulting copolymer. Functionaliza- and poly(N-acryloylpyrrolidine), poly(acrylamide-co-
tion of polyNIPA-based gels with ionic groups, butyl methacrylate) and poly(acrylic acid), etc. that
labels, hydrophobes, etc. was achieved by copoly- show temperature-dependent solubility changes due
merization of NIPA with other monomers [54,127– to the formation and dissociation of interpolymer
129], resulting in either macroscopic gels with hydrogen bonds. Tanaka et al. [138] pointed out that
desired shapes, such as beads, cylinders, sheets and the cooperativity of breaking of hydrogen bonds is
fibers, or ‘microgels’ of sub-millimeter size essential for the volume transition in IPNs as random
[130,131]. Although studies of polyNIPA-based gels and independent hydrogen bonds would not provide
have not yielded the commercial introduction of a a sufficient driving force for the transition. Since
drug delivery device because of the reasons dis- hydrogen bonding is probably the only attractive
cussed below, they resulted in useful accumulation force in such IPNs [138,139], they swell as tempera-
of knowledge, notably in the area of pulsatile protein ture is increased (compare with the LCST materials
release [132–135]. Peppas and co-workers [134,135] above). IPNs have been shown to be effective in
applied poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-methacrylic pulsatile ‘on–off’ delivery [42]. The potential effect
acid) gels crosslinked by ethylene glycol dimeth- of hydrogen-bonding proteins loaded in IPNs on
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their swelling behavior has not been reported, how- problem [142]. Moreover, although purified gels are
ever. usually benign, the perception that acrylamide-based

The gels considered above are prepared by polymers activate platelets on contact with blood
simultaneous copolymerization and crosslinking of [146], along with the poorly understood metabolism
monomers with one or two vinyl groups. Another of polyNIPA, make it difficult to win FDA approval.
route for synthesis of responsive gels is to crosslink It may be easier to win the approval for responsive
polymers that possess LCST, either through g-ir- gels made from polymers which already have some
radiation, as with poly(vinyl methyl ether) [140] or approved status. Gels from alkyl-substituted cellu-
chemically, as with cellulose esters and divinyl lose and starch derivatives [142–144] which are on
monomers [141]. Gehrke et al. [141,142] examined the FDA’s ‘generally recognized as safe’ list may be
synthesis and drug release using chemically cross- advantageous in this regard, but their applications in
linked gels from methylcellulose, hydroxypropyl- temperature-responsive drug delivery are limited due
methylcellulose, hydroxypropylcellulose and car- to the high LCST of the gel backbone polymers, and
boxymethylcellulose, all crosslinked with divinyl therefore these gels are beyond the scope of the
sulfone. We developed hydrogels for drug delivery present review.
from the same polysaccharides, but crosslinked by
safe compounds such as adipic, sebacic, or succinic
acid [143,144]. Although all studied polysaccharides 3. Thermally reversible gels (TRG)
possess a LCST, their transition temperatures are
generally too high to be used in the human body The limitations to the use of permanently cross-
[122], and therefore the hydrogels were used as linked gels in temperature-controlled drug delivery
pH-triggered, rather than temperature-responsive ma- as discussed above have indicated the need for a
terials in drug delivery [144]. change in the ‘gel paradigm,’ in order to broaden the

gel applicability. Namely, if a polymer solution can
2.5. Limitations be found that is a free-flowing liquid at ambient

temperature and gels at body temperature, such a
Despite the extensive research effort during the system would be easy to administer into a desired

last 10–15 years, practical applications of cross- body cavity. Moreover, the loading of such a system
linked hydrogels in drug delivery are still to emerge with a drug could be achieved by simple mixing of
as commercial products. We perceive two basic the drug with already prepared benign polymer
hurdles: one that originates from material limitations, formulation. When gelled, the system would release
and the other from the concept of temperature-con- the drug by mass action law, similar to typical
trolled delivery itself. Changes in temperature that crosslinked gels. Furthermore, if a thermogelling
will trigger the drug delivery can be either due to polymer is responsive to some stimulus other than
increased body temperature in a disease state, or temperature (such as pH), it can be triggered to
modulated external temperature (in the form of heat- ‘un-gel’ at body temperatures, thereby releasing the
triggered subdermal implants, etc.) [64]. In any case, drug. We undertook the task of introducing the
the requirement of changing the temperature in parts paradigm of thermally reversible gels (TRG) into
of the human body presents a substantial limitation protein and peptide delivery about two years ago. Let
for controlled-release drug administration which us first consider how it is thermodynamically pos-
implies prolongation of the duration of drug delivery sible to create TRGs.
[145].

On the other hand, gels that are made by chemical 3.1. TRG: Design by thermodynamics
reaction should be pure enough to meet the spe-
cifications of the FDA, as vinyl monomers and Just like a covalently crosslinked network (perma-
crosslinkers are highly toxic, carcinogenic or nent gel), a reversible gel is characterized by the
teratogenic. If gel formation occurs with the solute to finite size of the network that is linked into a unit at
be loaded (such as protein, in many circumstances), any moment of time. In a reversible gel, however,
then purification of the pre-loaded gels becomes a since the network connections are dissociable, they
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will always be opening, closing, and interchanging.
The distinct features of reversible gels were defined
by Silberberg [147] to be (i) the structure that is
determined by chemical equilibrium between the
crosslinking entities, rather than the conditions under
which the gel was formed, and (ii) absence of
infinite mechanical relaxation times (had the cros-
slinks been permanent, the relaxation times would
have been infinite). Guenet [148] emphasized that, to
be stable, the bonding in reversible gels requires
some degree of cooperativity which implies that the
junction domains are not point-like but extend into
space. Interestingly, in his book, Guenet never

Fig. 4. Formation of physical junctions in the gel due to coil–heliximplies hydrogen bonding [148] but considers only
transitions. Adopted, with changes, from Ref. [148].

van der Waals interactions. However, numerous
examples of reversible gels are found in the bio-
logical world where cooperative hydrogen bonding with the increase in temperature, in a manner similar
between macromolecules enjoys lifetimes much to the appearance of polymer-rich phases above
longer than in water–water associations. The LCST (see above). An explanation of the conditions
cooperativity effect is reflected in the lowered energy of formation of a TRG is given in Ref. [147].
barrier to a hydrogen bond being formed when the Let us imagine a polymer chain that consists of
neighboring group has been hydrogen bonded al- different segments (blocks), such that upon dissolu-
ready. The free energy of the cooperative hydrogen tion in water not only segment–segment contacts
bonded system is proportional to the square of exist, but also segment–solvent and solvent–solvent
hydrogen bonding density. Transitions of a-helix to contacts. The energy change (DG) per contact when
b-sheet structures in proteins and polysaccharides we replace two segment–solvent contacts (E ) with12

and strand pairing in nucleic acids are among a segment–segment (E ) and a solvent–solvent11

phenomena attributed to cooperative hydrogen bond- (E ) contact is [147]:22

ing. Temperature-reversible gelation can be caused
DG 5 E 1 E 2 2E (1)11 22 12by a random coil–helix transition where on lowering

the temperature the random coiled biopolymer chains The situation with the status of a polymeric system is
form double helices that later aggregate and form determined by the Flory–Huggins parameter (x)
physical junctions of the gel (Fig. 4) [148]. which is related to DG [84]

Examples of aqueous synthetic reversible gels that
are hydrogen-bonded systems are poly(vinyl alcohol) x 5 const. ? (2DG /K T ) (2)B

crosslinked by poly(ethylene oxide), boric acid and
where K is the Boltzmann constant and T isBother hydrogen-bonding agents, and systems held
absolute temperature.together by the crystalline sequences found in

1
]In the case of good solubility, DG , 0 and x , .2syndiotactic poly(methacrylic acid), poly(vinyl al-

Phase separation starts to occur whencohol) and other polymers [147–153]. All these
1 / 2systems, however, show behavior opposite to that x $ 1/2[1 /(1 1 N )] (3)

needed to enable the aforementioned TRG concept in
drug delivery: they liquefy when heated. The reason where N is the size of the polymer chain.
for that is the ‘melting’ of the ordered crystallites The strong segment–segment contacts (which are
[148] due to the sharp decrease of the lifetimes of needed to form associative crosslinks) require nega-
hydrogen bonds with increased temperature. Thus it tive E values that are large in absolute terms11

is only hydrophobic interactions that can create (because DG must be negative). These large values,
crosslinks (and thereby gel the polymer solution) however, lead to a very large x . 1/2, which in turn
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makes the polymer insoluble. One can see conflicting posed graft- and block-copolymers of poly(N-iso-
requirements here. The solution is formulated by propylacrylamide) and ionizable components, such as
Silberberg [147] as follows. In order for a polymeric poly(acrylic acid), as reverse-gelling materials for
system to form a reversible gel, it has to be a drug delivery [158–162], the use of poly(N-iso-
copolymer. A segment that interacts very strongly propylacrylamide) has serious limitations from the
with itself will form temporary crosslinks, whereas standpoint of difficulty to obtain FDA approval
the remainder of the chain, composed of a soluble discussed above. Therefore, the vast majority of the
segment, will permit the system to stay in the drug delivery TRG systems use block-copolymers of
solution. poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and poly(propylene

The above theory presents a simple strategy for oxide) (PPO) which represent the only up-to-date
designing a TRG [154]. Indeed, let us consider a thermoviscosifying materials approved by FDA and
polymeric chain where the hydrophobic, self-ag- EPA as direct and indirect food additives, pharma-
gregating segment is minor, whereas the hydrophilic ceutical ingredients and agricultural products [163].
chain is very long. In this system, despite the large The structures of the most frequently used block-
E due to the minor segment, E (because of copolymers are given in Scheme 1. Copolymers 1, 2,11 12

interactions between water and the large hydrophilic 3, and 4 have trade names Pluronic, Pluronic R,
segment) will overwhelm the E , thus rendering Tetronic, and Tetronic R, respectively.11

small x , 1/2 of the entire system. No major phase Triblock PEO–PPO–PEO copolymers (Pluronics,
separation in the system will be observed, but the or Poloxamers) are available in a variety of lengths
number of aggregates (crosslinks) will be small, so and are of particular interest to us, as their ther-
the formed gel will be somewhat weak. By varying moviscosification and gelation have been extensively
the lengths and ratios of hydrophilic and hydro- studied [164–166]. The surfactant properties of
phobic segments one can design a TRG with the Pluronics, and especially their micelle-forming capa-
desired properties. We believe that bonding in TRG bility [164,167], have resulted in their use in medical
should obey the same requirement of cooperativity applications. These include drug delivery using the
that holds for reversible gels in general [148]. This ‘microcontainer’ concept pursued by Kabanov and
implies that the hydrophobic junction domains are to co-workers [168–173]. According to this concept,
extend into space to yield a reasonably strong gel. drugs are incorporated into Pluronic micelles which
Hence, hydrophilic and hydrophobic segments in
TRG cannot be of single link size; in other words,
TRG should comprise a block- or graft-copolymer of
segments of different hydrophobicity, rather than a
random copolymer. Random copolymers of a strong-
ly associating component that has LCST and hydro-
philic components might be an exception from this
notion [155], but there phase separation phenomena
would be abundant.

3.2. TRG: Emerging materials

The first publications on the applicability of TRG-
like materials in protein and peptide topical delivery
appeared about 15 years ago [156,157], so this
concept is still relatively young. However, significant
advances in the mechanistic and functional under-
standing of thermogelling materials have already
been followed by the development of drug delivery Scheme 1. Structure of PPO–PEO block-copolymers used in drug
systems. Although Hoffman and co-workers pro- delivery.
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enhance drug penetration through lung tissues and gelation at body temperature in concentrated solu-
even through the blood–brain barrier, due to the tions [164,166,194]. Notably, Hoffman and Chen
altered partitioning properties of the solubilized [158], suggesting that gelation of Pluronics is analo-
drugs. Interestingly, some multidrug-resistant car- gous to LCST phenomenon in polyNIPA solutions
cinoma cells showed hypersensitivity to Pluronics, [37,159], limited their study to the copolymers that
suggesting that the latter can enhance the activity of have LCST ranging from about 20 to 408C, and
antineoplastic agents against tumors [171–176]. Yet therefore tested only polyNIPA copolymers and
another attractive property of Pluronics, their resist- graft-copolymers of Pluronics L122, L61, L81, and
ance to protein adsorption [177–179], allows the L92 with LCST of 19, 24, 20 and 268C, respectively.
creation of biocompatible surfaces in devices for Let us consider the actual mechanism of gelation in
blood contact, membranes for blood purification, and Pluronic solutions, in light of the general considera-
contact lenses [177], as well as conditioning of tions of formation of a reversible gel given by
micro- and nano-spheres for drug delivery [180]. Silberberg [147].
Lowered or suppressed interactions of Pluronics with The formation of micelles in aqueous Pluronic
proteins like immunoglobulins which identify drug solutions has been proven with a wide range of
vehicles as foreign, prevent the adhesion of drug experimental techniques [164,165,195–198]. At
vehicles onto the surfaces of phagocytes, thereby higher concentrations and/or elevated temperatures,
preventing clearance of the vehicle allowing them to these micelles associate and form various lyotropic
circulate for a long time [181]. In the present work, liquid crystalline phases [194,199] (Fig. 5).
we review the gelation properties of Pluronics as The regions of stability of the ordered nanostruc-
they pertain to the TRG concept in drug delivery tures of Pluronics, and especially cubic three-dimen-
[182–189]. sional lattices (‘gels’), move toward lower concen-

The properties of some Pluronic copolymers fre- trations at higher temperatures [164,196,200,201].
quently used in drug delivery studies are collected in Thus a Pluronic solution may be designed that gels at
Table 1. body temperature by forming a liquid crystalline

It can be seen that the cloud point (corresponding phase due to increasing intermicellar interactions. At
to LCST) varies from 198C for the ‘hydrophobic’ still higher temperatures the gel melts again. The
L122 copolymer with low PEO content and low PEO chains in the micellar mantle were shown to
HLB, to above 1008C for Pluronics with high PEO strongly interpenetrate [215,216]. The gelation onset
content. Pluronics with LCST as low as 108C were and temperature and the thermal stability range of
reported [164]. It is significant to note that although the gel increase with increasing length of the PEO
most of the Pluronics listed in Table 1 have a LCST block. Recently, it has been found [194] that the
well above normal body temperature, they do exhibit formation of liquid crystalline phases in Pluronics

Table 1
Properties of the Pluronic PEO–PPO–PEO copolymers [164,190,192,193]

a b cCopolymer Composition Average MW M PEO (wt%) CP (8C) HLBPPO

L64 EO PO EO 2900 1740 50 58 12–1813 30 13

F68 EO PO EO 8400 1680 80 .100 .2476 29 76

F88 EO PO EO 11 400 2280 80 .100 .24103 39 103

P103 EO PO EO 4950 3465 30 86 7–1217 60 17

P104 EO PO EO 5900 3540 40 81 12–1827 61 27

P105 EO PO EO 6500 3250 50 91 12–1837 56 37

F108 EO PO EO 14 600 2920 80 .100 .24132 50 132

F127 EO PO EO 12 600 3780 70 .100 18–23100 65 100

L122 EO PO EO 5000 3600 20 19 1–712 67 12

aL, F and P indicate liquid, flakes, and paste, respectively.
bCloud point in aqueous 1 wt% solution.
cHydrophilic–lipophilic balance.
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Fig. 5. Lyotropic liquid crystalline structures in concentrated Pluronic solutions. Adopted, with changes, from Ref. [166].

occurs regardless of LCST; it is only the particular centration phase separation occurred [217,218]. The
structure of the liquid crystal that is related to LCST. ‘melting’ of gels was observed with addition of some
In line with the considerations of the TRG discussed polyelectrolytes [217] and surfactants [219,220].
above (Eqs. (1)–(3)), it has been established PPO as an additive tended to increase the stability
[191,193,194] that as the molecular weight of region of the gel, depending on the length of the
Pluronics becomes sufficiently high to form micellar homopolymer [221]. The stability region of the gel
aggregates, the shape and packing symmetry of the phases strongly depends on the presence of inorganic
ordered structures (reflecting stability of gels) depend salts, due to the change of micellar size resulting
on the ratio of lengths of the hydrophilic and from dehydration of the micelles [217,222,223].
hydrophobic segments. Addition of sodium chloride to concentrated solu-

tions of Pluronic F127 increased the slope of the
3.3. TRG: Drug delivery viscosity versus temperature relationship and reduced

the diffusion coefficient of a polypeptide, atrial
The liquid crystalline nanostructure yields a ther- natriuretic factor, in the Pluronic gels [223]. These

moreversible gel capable of solubilizing drugs within studies provide a fundamental understanding of the
the micellar interior. Along with low toxicity, TRG pharmaceutical formulations in drug delivery.
mucomimetic properties, and optical clarity, this Release profiles of phenolsulfophthalein from
provides additional convenience for pharmaceutical Pluronic F127 gel formulations were analyzed by
formulations applied in drug delivery, especially in Guzman et al. [207]. It was found that the in vitro
the ophthalmic area [202–214]. Since F127 has been release rates were inversely proportional to the
reported to be the least toxic of the commercially Pluronic concentrations and a zero-order release rate
available Pluronics [199], it has been used most was observed. Plasma levels of phenolsulfophthalein
extensively in drug delivery studies. Gilbert et al. administered subcutaneously into rats reached a
[210,211] demonstrated the possibility of controlled plateau within few minutes that lasted for 8–9 h. The
release of low-molecular-weight compounds from data showed a good fit to a zero-order input and
the Pluronic F127 gels. Interestingly, the more first-order output in the two-compartment phar-
lipophilic drugs were added into the gels the greater macokinetic model, indicating that it was the release
the decrease of the temperature of their sol–gel from the gel that controlled the overall drug absorp-
transition. Addition of PEO homopolymers generally tion process.
increased the gelation temperature, depending on the Examples of controlled protein release using
length and concentration of the added PEO. How- Pluronic formulations are given by Langer and his
ever, PEO added at increasing concentration caused group [208,209]. A biodegradable polymer, poly(L-
‘melting’ of the gels, and at very high PEO con- lactic acid), was blended with Pluronics and fluores-
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cein-labeled bovine serum albumin, and the blend advantageous as it changes the osmolality of the
films were tested for the protein release under batch formulation, kinetics of gelation, and causes dis-
conditions. It was observed that the protein dumping comfort in ophthalmic applications due to vision
at the initial stage of release (‘burst’ effect) was blurring and crusting [186]. Joshi et al. [186] tried to
lowered in the presence of Pluronics. The ability of address this problem by lowering the necessary
the Pluronics to delay protein release (lower the amount of thermogelling polymer by blending it with
‘burst’ effect) and prolong the release period in- a pH-sensitive reversibly gelling polymer. The latter
creased in the range of Pluronics F108,L101, which could be a polymer that contains carboxyl groups
the authors [209] explained by the fact that the more which can change ionization degree in response to
hydrophobic Pluronic leached from the blend films the pH and ion composition of tear fluid or another
more slowly than the more hydrophilic ones. It was bodily fluid. This fine concept, however, suffers from
suggested that the diffusion coefficient of the large the drawback of insurmountable phase separation in
protein in the gel structure of the Pluronic is reduced physical blends.
when compared to that in the aqueous phase, al- Given these premises, Hoffman et al. [37,158–
though the question remained of whether the liquid 162] and the present authors [154,232–239] de-
crystalline gel phase stays unperturbed when veloped a new generation of ‘intelligent’ copolymers
Pluronic is blended with a large amount of Bio- of thermogelling surfactants and pH-responsive poly-
degradable polymer, poly(L-lactic acid) [209]. mers containing ionizable carboxylic groups. Chemi-

In a series of papers by Johnston and co-workers cal bonding between temperature-and pH-sensitive
[224–228] Pluronic F127 gels were used for the components provides the necessary stability to the
sustained delivery of interleukin-2 following intra- copolymer absent in a physical blend. The presence
peritoneal injection in mice and rats, and to achieve of safe COOH-containing segments imparts the
sustained release of urease from a gel matrix. attractive advantage of prolonging residence time of
Interestingly, Pluronic environment was shown to topical formulations due to adherence to mucosal
enhance stability of both proteins in aqueous solu- surfaces [37,158].
tions. Banga et al [229,230] studied sustained release In agreement with the notion of the impact of
and stability of human growth hormone, a 22 kDa ionization on a gel’s LCST [30], it was found that
protein, using Pluronic gels and observed zero order random copolymers of the temperature- and pH-
release profile at 378C and controlled release in vivo sensitive monomers lose their temperature-sensitivity
following intramuscular and subcutaneous injections at body temperatures when the levels of the pH-
in rats. Pluronic gels, once again, were shown to sensitive component are high enough to obtain a
enhance protein stability [229]. sufficiently bioadhesive material [37,158]. It there-

fore appears to be necessary to obtain a graft
3.4. TRG: Novel ‘intelligent’ copolymers copolymer structure because it (i) combines bioadhe-

sive and hydrophobic properties in a single molecule,
The formation of a TRG using safe materials such (ii) retains TRG behavior over a wide pH range, and

as Pluronics provides flexibility for a pharmaceutical (iii) does not permit physical separation [159]. The
formulation and in general answers the call for a synthetic route with which Hoffman and Chen [158]
free-flowing liquid at ambient temperature that gels approached this problem is depicted in Scheme 2.
at body temperature. However, the very nature of First, Pluronic was activated by derivatization with
gelation caused by formation of densely packed 4-nitrophenyl formate in the presence of triethyl-
liquid crystalline phases in concentrated Pluronic amine. After purification, the intermediate was
solutions limits the applicability of Pluronics in drug reacted with diaminoethylene to yield an amino-
delivery. Indeed, the lowest concentration of, for terminated Pluronic which was conjugated to poly-
instance, Pluronic F127 that forms gel at body (acrylic acid) via an amide bond applying
temperature in aqueous solutions was reported to be dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) as a coupling
16 wt% [231]. However, application of concentrated agent. The resulting Pluronic-g-poly(acrylic acid)
polymer solutions in drug delivery may be dis- conjugates were shown to viscosify even in diluted
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TMScheme 3. Synthesis of Smart Hydrogel [154].

Scheme 2. Synthesis of Pluronic–poly(acrylic acid) graft-copoly-
mer [158].

The reactions in Scheme 3 are exemplified by
propylene oxide residue, but they are also applicable
to ethylene oxide. The free-radical polymerization is(1–3 wt%) aqueous solutions when warmed to body
a scaleable, potentially continuous process yieldingtemperatures at physiological pH. The structure of
graft-copolymers which were optimized to give anthe conjugates suggested implies that only one
essentially monomer-free product, poly(oxyethylene-terminus of Pluronic would have an amino group
b-oxypropylene-b-oxyethylene)-g-poly(acrylic acid)capable of conjugating with poly(acrylic acid). Syn-

TMthesis of monoamino-terminated Pluronic may be a (trade name Smart Hydrogel ).
TMproblem on an industrial scale. Applying Pluronic A striking feature of Smart Hydrogel aqueous

derivative aminated on both ends would lead to a solutions is their ability to thermogel at body tem-
permanent crosslinking of the poly(acrylic acid) peratures, without phase separation, at low polymer
chains with the Pluronic segments by urethane concentrations when neither parent Pluronic nor a
bonding. Another hurdle is the three-step procedure physical blend of Pluronic and poly(acrylic acid)
itself with several intermediate steps of purification show any signs of viscosification [234]. At tempera-
of the sub-products. tures of 208C or below the viscosity of 1–5 wt%

TMIn our one-step scaled up synthetic procedure the aqueous solutions of Smart Hydrogel (weight ratio
property of Pluronics to form macromolecular radi- of poly(acrylic acid) to Pluronic F127 in the graft-
cals by hydrogen abstraction from methyne and copolymer is ca. 1:1, pH 7.0) does not vary sig-
methylene groups and thus undergo polymeranalog- nificantly. However, at higher temperatures, a rapid

3ous transformations [240] was explored. Copoly- 10–10 -fold increase in viscosity occurs over a range
merization of Pluronic involves attack on the sec- of several degrees [233]. Finally, a plateau is reached
ondary or tertiary carbons by free radicals resulting where the viscosity does not change with tempera-
from a radical polymerization initiator, such as ture. At body temperatures, when the Smart

TMperoxides, persulfates, azo-compounds, etc. Genera- Hydrogel solution is in its gel state, the storage
tion of a macromolecular Pluronic-radical in the modulus is much greater than the loss modulus, and
presence of vinyl monomers such as acrylic acid will both moduli are almost independent of the frequency
lead to the bonding of a growing poly(acrylic acid) of oscillatory shear. This is a behavior typical of a

TMchain onto the polyether backbone, as depicted in viscoelastic solid. Smart Hydrogel exhibits a
Scheme 3 [154]. substantial thermothinning effect when gelled, a
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property potentially advantageous for drug delivery poly(acrylic acid) (weight ratio ca. 1:1) was heated,
2when formulation can be delivered if sufficiently an almost 10 -fold increase in viscosity was ob-

high shear is available [233]. served at about 278C. No cloudiness was observed in
TMWe believe the gelation of the Smart Hydrogel this system in the range 0–1008C. In contrast, a very

solutions may be phenomenologically analogous to marked cloudiness was observed (onset of phase
the formation of gel phases in concentrated Pluronic separation at 338C) under identical conditions in the
solutions. Dynamic light scattering experiments system based on Pluronic L-92:poly(acrylic acid)
show increase of the intensity of the scattered light at (1:1). The cloud point was followed by gelation.
temperatures almost coincidental with the gelation of These differences must be governed by the differ-

TMSmart Hydrogel [235] (Fig. 6). ences of the hydrophilicity in these two Smart
TMThese data indicate a growing number of aggre- Hydrogel systems (compare the EO contents of

gates of the graft-copolymer molecules. In line with Pluronic F127 and L92, being 70 and 20%, respec-
the observation that gelation in concentrated Pluronic tively). It was demonstrated therefore that phase

TMsolutions occurs regardless of LCST [194] the ther- separation of the entire Smart Hydrogel system is
TMmothickening behavior of the Smart Hydrogel not required for, and may be even unrelated to,

solutions was independent of whether or not cloudi- thermogelation, given the large E of the hydro-11

ness was observed. For instance, when a 1 wt% phobic segment and yet the large E of the entire12

aqueous solution of copolymer of Pluronic F127 and copolymer (see Eqs. (1)–(3)). The importance of this
observation is evident for ophthalmic drug delivery,
where the formulation, although gelled, remains
waterlike-clear.

It is hard to assume the appearance of tightly
packed cubic liquid crystalline phases in Smart

TMHydrogel because the formation of such phases
requires a material of low polydispersity that can
form highly symmetrical structures of long-range
order. Studies are currently underway to elucidate

TMthe nature of structural changes in Smart Hydrogel
upon gelation.

TMSince both components of Smart Hydrogel ,
Pluronic and poly(acrylic acid), have an approved
regulatory status [163,241], it can be expected that
their graft-copolymers would be safe. Indeed, our
animal toxicological study showed the non-toxic

TMnature of Smart Hydrogel (Table 2).
In addition to lack of irritancy, it is important to

show that the material stays in place for a prolongedFig. 6. Light scattering intensities of small particles and their
TMlarger aggregates in Smart Hydrogel solution [235]. time when applied to a mucous tissue as a vehicle for

Table 2
TMToxicology of Smart Hydrogel thermogelling materials

Test Subject Result

Skin sensitization Guinea pigs No skin sensitization
Acute oral Rats No acute toxicity
Acute dermal Rabbits No acute toxicity
Primary skin irritation Rabbits No irritancy
Primary eye irritation Rabbits No irritancy
Microsome mutagenesis assay Salmonella typhimirium Not mutagenic
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topical drug delivery. The bioadhesive force between useful both as a prophylactic measure and as a
pig gastric mucin and poly(oxyethylene-b-oxy- platform for drug delivery to the damaged
propylene-b-oxyethylene)-g-poly(acrylic acid) co- oesophagus [237].
polymers and Pluronic F127 was measured by the Thermogelation, bioadhesive properties, and the

TMrheological method of Hassan and Gallo [242] and ability of Smart Hydrogel to solubilize hydro-
compared to those of a mucoadhesive material, such phobic drugs in aqueous media make it an effective
as poly(acrylic acid). While no substantial bioadhe- vehicle for vaginal delivery of steroid hormones
sion of Pluronic F127 was found, the bioadhesive [239]. In vitro release studies demonstrated two
bond strengths of high-molecular-weight poly(acrylic modes of transport of lipophilic drugs from the

TMacid) and Smart Hydrogel were similar. The gelled systems: the drug that was not incorporated
bioadhesive force was observed to be higher at pH into the aggregates of poly(oxyethylene-b-oxy-
5.4 than 2.0 (Fig. 7). propylene-b-oxyethylene)-g-poly(acrylic acid)

This result corresponded well with the data on (Pluronic F127:poly(acrylic acid) weight ratio ca.
interactions of poly(acrylic acid) and Smart 1:1) was released by Fickian diffusion, whereas

TM TMHydrogel with rabbit vaginal tissue. It has also erosion of the Smart Hydrogel by hydrodynamic
TMbeen shown that Smart Hydrogel can effectively flow allowed for the transport of the drug not

adhere to the human oesophageal mucosa [237]. A associated with the copolymer aggregates. Important-
TMsolution of Smart Hydrogel radiolabelled with ly, the initial rate of hormone release increased with

99mTc-diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid was ad- either decreasing total polymer concentration in the
ministered orally and scintigrafic dynamic imaging formulation or decreasing temperature. The rate of
was performed (Fig. 8). transport was shown to be reciprocally proportional

TMBiphase clearance of Smart Hydrogel was to the macroscopic viscosity of the Smart
TMobserved. First, a viscous solution comprising about Hydrogel . In animal in vivo studies formulations

65% of the administered dose quickly passed into the were administered as a free-flowing system pro-
stomach, and then about 15% of the dose displayed viding coverage of the vaginal cavity. Gelation of the
prolonged retention in the oesophagus. This gelled system helped to prevent the leak-back. The phar-
coating of the oesophagus may be advantageous in macokinetics of estradiol release from Smart

TMgastro-oesophageal reflux disease, whereas the pro- Hydrogel in sheep showed about a 5-fold higher
longed residence time may be beneficial in reducing bioavailability when compared to commercial sys-

TMinflammatory conditions. The concept of coating the tems, such as Estrace (Bristol-Myers Squibb) and
TMdamaged oesophagus with a material which is resis- Premarin (American Home Products) [239].

tant to acid damage has not, to our knowledge, been In vitro protein release studies demonstrated re-
explored. Employing a mucoadhesive hydrogel to sults similar to hormonal release studies [243]. The

TM‘bandage’ the oesophagus, and thus protect the viscosity of the Smart Hydrogel solutions was
mucosa from the harmful gastric contents, may be reciprocally proportional to the initial release rate

21Fig. 7. Bioadhesive force (F ) as a function of concentration of bioadhesive polymer (C ). T5258C, shear rate 24 s , mucin concentrationp

15%. (A) pH 5.4; (B) pH 2.0.
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99m TMFig. 8. Scintigraphic image of the Tc-DTPA labelled Smart Hydrogel formulation in the oesophagus 10 min after administration.
Oesophagus appears as an oblong, mostly red spot in the middle of the image. Also shown are oropharynx and stomach (smaller spots above
and below oesophagus, respectively). Concentration of the radiolabel decreases in the sequence red.yellow.green.blue. The background
(no counts) is given in black. The photograph is the courtesy of Drs. Neena Washington (Department of Surgery, Queen’s Medical Centre,
Nottingham, UK) and Clive Wilson (Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK).

and therefore regulation of the viscosity afforded hemoglobin and lysozyme, increased as the solution
control of the release rate. The ability of the Smart gelled at body temperatures. The protein and peptide

TMHydrogel to lower the ‘burst’ effect and prolong release rates could be varied depending on the total
21the release period of proteins, such as Zn -insulin, polymer concentration (Fig. 9). Initial dumping of

Fig. 9. Kinetics of LHRH (A) and human recombinant insulin (B) release from isotonic buffer solution (1), 1% solution of Smart
TM TMHydrogel (2) and 5% solution of Smart Hydrogel (3) through dialysis membrane (molecular weight cut-off 100 000) into aqueous

isotonic solution. T5378C, pH 7.0. Kinetics corrected for the membrane resistance are described in Ref. [244].
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TMLHRH and insulin into the receiver solution was Smart Hydrogel and/or their mixtures, when in
TMlowered in the presence of Smart Hydrogel , and contact with living cells, may alter endocytosis

notably, at 5% polymer concentration in the Smart [246–248], thereby changing the mode of drug
TMHydrogel formulation, a zero-order peptide release transport into the cell. The responsiveness of block-

was observed (Fig. 9). copolymers to both temperature and pH [154,158]
Preservation of the enzymatic activity of lysozyme not only provides a convenient way to administer a

TMloaded into and released from the Smart Hydrogel drug to the treatment area, but may perhaps provide
through a porous membrane into phosphate-buffered a means of realization of advanced concepts based
saline indicated the absence of deleterious processes on application of polymer–protein conjugates such
in the enzyme upon contact with the Smart as control of a protein’s ligand binding affinity [249]

TMHydrogel [243]. It was suggested [243] that or an intelligent delivery system that is inert with
proteins remain in their native state when released respect to non-target cells [246]. In this regard, we

TMfrom Smart Hydrogel formulations into an aque- envision serious limitations for lyophobic colloids
ous medium. This was further supported by the such as permanently crosslinked gels. The trend
electronic absorption spectra of human hemoglobin toward the TRG concept using ‘traditional’ materials
transferred through the membrane from the Smart possessing well-defined LCST has been manifested

TMHydrogel into an aqueous receiver solution. The by application of uncrosslinked copolymers of poly-
maxima of the Soret band, as well as b and a bands (N-isopropylacrylamide) in protein and peptide drug

*due to the p → p electronic transitions in heme, delivery [132,133].
corresponded to the native state of oxidized human
hemoglobin. Along with the use of Pluronic-based
formulations [208,209], the above studies are the first Note added in proof
examples of the application of the TRG concept in
protein and peptide delivery [244,245]. In a recent article Kim and co-workers forwarded

an interesting approach toward the use of a TRG-like
system in subcutaneous delivery [250]. Diblock and

4. Concluding remarks triblock copolymers of poly(ethylene oxide) and
poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) were shown to undergo

The majority of current drug formulations repre- sol-gel transition in a range of temperatures which
sent lyophobic colloids, such as suspensions, emul- could be manipulated by varying the length of the
sions, powders, crosslinked gels, etc. These colloids hydrophobic, biodegradable segment (PLLA). The
are thermodynamically unstable, i.e. they require drug delivery concept comprises the application of a
additional energy to be applied for their dispersion. solution at around 458C which becomes a viscoelas-
Recently, however, a new trend toward application tic gel at 378C after subcutaneous injection into the
of lyophilic colloids in drug delivery has emerged body.
[246]. Lyophilic colloids spontaneously assemble
from macroscopic phases and are thermodynamically
stable. It has been stated [246] that this is a major Acknowledgements
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